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Abstract

Selection of a suitable classifier fusion scheme in the de-
sign of multiple classifier systems (MCSs) is a tedious task.
To meet this we propose a neuro-fuzzy fusion (NFF) method
for fusing the responses of a set of fuzzy classifiers. In the
proposed method the output of the considered classifiers are
fed to a neural network which performs the fusion task. Five
labeled data sets, of which two are from remote sensing im-
ages, have been used for the performance comparison of
various MCSs. Experimental study revealed the improved
classification capability of the proposed NFF based MCS
yielding consistently better results for all data sets.

1 Introduction

Designing of a pattern recognition system aims to
achieve the best possible classification performance for the
problems at hand and hence leads to the development of
different classification schemes. Often the classifiers pro-
vide contradictory information about the patterns to be clas-
sified and makes the classification problem more difficult.
This motivated the design of fusing/combining classifiers.
The idea is not to rely on a single classifier, instead, all
the classifiers or their subsets are used for decision mak-
ing by combining their individual performance. Recently,
many efforts aimed at combining multiple classifiers into
one classification system [2, 7, 8] are made. Although there
exists a strong aspiration for the theoretical studies on mul-
tiple classifier combination schemes, classifier combination
relies mainly on heuristic and empirical solutions [8]. In
practice, the multiple classifier systems (MCSs) are suc-
cessful with the combination of diverse classifiers, i.e., the
classifiers should not commit the same mistakes [8].

A set of classifies are used in the design of a MCS for its
better suitability in classifying the considered problem. A
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fusion method is then used to combine the outputs of these
classifiers to get a class-wise combined contribution of all
classifiers. However, there is a great difficulty in choos-
ing a suitable classifier fusion method for a particular prob-
lem. Many experimental studies have been made in this
area [2, 8]. For example, if only class labels are available a
majority vote is used. If continuous outputs like posteriori
probabilities are supplied, an average or some other linear
combination method is used. Probabilistic product (PP) [8],
belief functions, or Dempster-Shafer [12] (DS) techniques
are used when the classifier outputs are interpreted as fuzzy
membership values (MVs) (degree of support, certainty, or
possibility), belief values or evidence. However, it is found
that the performance of these fusion schemes based MCS
are all input data dependent. Hence, we propose a neuro-
fuzzy fusion (NFF) method in the design of MCS with min-
imum risk in the selection of a suitable fusion method as it is
obtained through a learning process. Experimental study re-
vealed that the proposed method provided consistently im-
proved classification results.

2 Fuzzy classifiers and combination methods

In the present investigation four fuzzy classifies are used
for its better suitability in classifying overlapping and ill-
defined classes. A brief description of these classifiers is
given below.

Fuzzy k-nearest neighbor (Fk-NN): k-NN is based on
the determination of k number of nearest neighbors of a
test pattern and assigning it the class label that majority
of the neighbors have. Keller et al. [6] incorporated the
concepts of fuzzy set theory [11] into the k-NN voting
procedure and proposed a fuzzy version of k-NN rule. The
MV of a test pattern x to class c is calculated as µi(x) =[

k∑
j=1

µij .
1

‖x − xj‖2/(mf−1)

]
/

[
k∑

j=1

1

‖x − xj‖2/(mf−1)

]
,

where i = 1, 2, ...C (number of classes), and j = 1, 2, ..., k
(number of nearest neighbors). µij is the membership of
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the pattern xj from the training set to class i among the k
nearest neighbors of x. For this study, the algorithm was
implemented with mf = 2 and k = 5 (selected on the basis
of performance).

Fuzzy maximum likelihood (FML): FML [13] is a
fuzzy evaluation of the conventional ML parameters. The
mean and variance-covariance matrix estimated using the
fuzzy MV for each pattern are called fuzzy mean and
fuzzy variance-covariance matrix. The membership func-
tion (MF) for class c of a pattern x can be expressed as

fc(x) = pc(x)/
C∑

j=1

pj(x), where pj(x) can be computed

as pj(x) = 1
(2π)D/2|Σj |1/2 exp

[− 1
2 (x − µj)T Σ−1

j (x − µj)
]

with j = 1, 2, ...C and D is the dimension of
the feature space, assuming a Gaussian distribution for
the input data. The fuzzy mean can then be de-

fined as µc =

(
N∑

i=1

fc(xi)xi

)
/

(
N∑

i=1

fc(xi)

)
, where

N is the total number of patterns. The fuzzy
variance-covariance matrix can be defined as Σc =(

N∑
i=1

fc(xi)(xi − µc)(xi − µc)T

)
/

(
N∑

i=1

fc(xi)

)
. For

the estimation of the MF in FML, the parameters mean and
variance-covariance matrix require the fuzzy representation
of the pattern to different classes. Chen [3] described a suit-
able method which estimates the fuzzy representation of the
land covers in an iterative manner and does not require the
prior information. In this work we have adopted this proce-
dure.

Fuzzy product aggregation reasoning rule (FPARR):
The FPARR classification process is performed in three
steps [4]. In the first step, it fuzzifies the input feature vec-
tor using a π-type MF [11] to get the feature-wise degree
of support of a pattern (x = [x1, x2, ...xd, ...xD]T ) to all
classes. The MVs thus generated expresses the degree of
support of dth feature to cth class. Thus for a pattern x the
membership matrix after the fuzzification process can be
expressed as

F (x) =


 f1,1(x1) f1,2(x1) ... f1,C(x1)

f2,1(x2) f2,2(x2) ... f2,C(x2)
... ... ... ...

fD,1(xD) fD,2(xD) ... fD,C(xD)


 (1)

In the second step, the fuzzified feature values are aggre-
gated using product reasoning rule (RR). The RR is op-
erated on the membership matrix column-wise to get the
combined membership grade of features to various classes.

Fuzzy explicit (FE): The FE classification method [9]
is also processed through three steps. In the first step, it
finds the membership matrix (as in Eq. (1)) for each of
the patterns with a Gaussian MF [9]. The membership ma-
trix is then processed using a minimum (MIN) RR operated
column-wise. This is calculated for all classes. A rescaling

operation is also performed in this step for the output of the
MV. The MV for each of the input patterns obtained from
all the above classifiers are processed using a suitable fusion
method as described in the next sections.

2.1 Classifier fusion methods

The fuzzy classifiers’ output are combined using a suit-
able fusion method. For the present study we have consid-
ered some of the popular existing techniques; and proposed
a new NFF method which removes the drawbacks of the
existing methods.

The output of the fuzzy classifiers that provide the class
belongingness of an input pattern to different classes are
arranged in a matrix form defined as decision profile (DP)
matrix [8]. The DP matrix for L classifiers and C classes is
defines as

DP (x) =




d1,1(x) ... d1,c(x) ... d1,C(x)
... ... ... ... ...

dl,1(x) ... dl,c(x) ... dl,C(x)
... ... ... ... ...

dL,1(x) ... dL,c(x) ... dL,C(x)


 . (2)

where dl,c represent the degree of belonging of the pattern
by the lth classifier to the cth class. In the classifier fu-
sion systems some methods calculate the support for dif-
ferent classes using the corresponding column of DP ma-
trix regardless of the support for the other classes. This
type of fusion methods that use the DP matrix in a class-
by-class manner is called class-conscious (CC). The alter-
native group is known as class-indifferent (CI). The former
uses the context of the DP matrix, i.e., recognizes that a
column corresponds to a class, but disregards part of the in-
formation with respect to rest of the classes. The CI meth-
ods use the whole DP matrix but disregard its context. In
the CC group various fuzzy aggregation RRs like maximum,
minimum, product, sum and mean can be applied. A brief
description of the above mentioned fusion methods are de-
scribed below.

Existing fusion methods : The simplest fusion method
is the majority voting, where the final label assigned to a
pattern is the majority of the labels assigned by the classi-
fiers. In fuzzy aggregation based fusion methods, each col-
umn of the DP matrix is separately combined using fuzzy
aggregation RRs to get a total support for that class. Hence,
for C classes the support from all the classifiers are obtained
and maximum of them represent the class label for the input
pattern. Mathematically the support D̄j for the class j is de-
fined as D̄j(x) = G((d1,j(x), ...dl,j(x), ..., dL,j(x)), where
x is the input pattern, dl,j(x) is the MV of x obtained by lth

classifier for jth class and G is the fuzzy aggregation rule.
The PP [8] aggregation rule performs fusion operation

using continuous-valued classifier outputs. Let dl,c(x) be
the degree of “support” given by classifier l for the class
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c. Let the feature space be partitioned into L non overlap-
ping subsets which are conditionally independent and P (c)
denote the prior probability for class c. Then the set of dis-
criminant values proportional to the true posterior probabil-

ities is given by µc(x) =

(
L∏

l=1

dl,c(x)

)
/
(
(P (c)L−1

)
. The

class label assigned to x is the highest of µc(x). Similarly
the fuzzy integral (FI) based fusion method is performed on
columns of DP matrix to obtain the belongingness of a pat-
tern for all classes. In this method, for an input x, C vectors
(of length L) of fuzzy densities are calculated. These val-
ues are sorted according to the cth column of the DP matrix.
The sorted values are changed iteratively and the final de-
gree of support for class c for an input pattern is calculated.

The next group of fusion methods is known as class CI,
e.g., decision template (DT) [8] and DS [12]. The idea of
the DT model is to “remember” the most typical DP matrix
for each class, called the DT (DTc), for that class, and then
compare it with the current DP(x) matrix. The closest match
will label x. Any kind of similarity measures can be applied
for this purpose. The DTc(x) for class c is the average of
the DP matrices of the elements of the training set Z in class
c. In DS based fusion technique the classifiers’ output are
possibilistic. Instead of calculating the similarity between
the DTc and DP(x) matrix the DS algorithm computes the
proximity between the DTc for a class and the output of a
classifier, and from this proximity values belief degrees are
computed. Based on the belief degrees, membership degree
for each class is computed for a pattern [12].

3 Proposed neuro-fuzzy combiner

Experimentally it is found that the improvement in clas-
sification accuracies using different MCSs are varying with
data sets, classifiers, and fusion methods (i.e., results are not
consistent). Thus there is a great risk in selecting classifiers
and combination schemes for a particular data set. In this
regard, we propose a NFF based MCS with less risk in the
selection of a fusion method as it is obtained by a learning
process. The system thus produces consistent results irre-
spective of the data sets and classifiers. The NFF scheme
proposed in the present article falls under the CI category.

In the NFF scheme, the elements of the DP matrix are
used as input to a three-layered feed forward multi-layer
perceptron (MLP) [5] which acts as a combiner. The NN
provide the class belonging information of the input pat-
terns from where the corresponding hard class map can be
obtained. Number of input nodes of the NN is equal to
the product of number of classifiers used in the MCS and
classes present in the data set. Number of output nodes of
the NN is equal to the number of classes present in the data
set. Each processing node of MLP, except the input-layer

nodes, calculates a weighted sum of the outputs from the
nodes in the preceding layer to which it is connected. This
weighted sum then passes through a transfer function to de-
rive its own output which is then fed to the nodes in the next
layer.

MLP uses back-propagation (BP) learning algorithm [5]
for weight updating. The BP algorithm reduce the sum
of square error between the actual and desired output of
output-layer neurons in a gradient descent manner. The er-
ror values thus generated is propagated backward to correct
all the weights of the network. The details of BP algorithm
can be obtained from [5]. The last step of the MCS system
is a hard classification by performing a MAX operation to
defuzzify the output of the NN. Here the pattern is classified
to a class corresponding to the highest node value obtained
at output of the NN.

4 Results and discussion

Five labeled data sets (pima [10], vowel [11], phoneme
[1], caldonazzo and satimage [1]), of which two are of re-
mote sensing image data (caldonazzo and satimage), are
used for the simulation of the MCSs. A brief description of
the data sets are depicted in Table 1.

Table 1. Brief description of the data sets.
Name of No. of # of feat. # of feat. # of
data set classes available used patterns
pima 2 8 8 768
vowel 6 3 3 871

phoneme 2 5 5 5404
caldonazzo 6 7 6∗ 3894
satimage 6 36 4∗ 6435

∗As suggested by the contributor of the data set.

Selection of the training samples for all classes of differ-
ent data sets have been made by dividing it into two parts.
First part is taken for estimation of the parameters of the
classifiers (training data). The second part is taken for test-
ing the performance (test data). We have taken different
sizes of data as training, however the results for 30% is pro-
vided here as the performances are similar with other sizes
of training data like 10% and 50%. Selection of the training
data is random and equal percent of data is collected from
each class.

Initially the individual performance of four classifiers are
tested with these data sets. The performance measure are
made with the percentage of classification accuracy and are
depicted in Table 2. It is found that FPARR based classifier
provided the best result compared to the other three. This
is true for all the data sets. A comparative analysis of the
MCSs with these fuzzy classifiers are made with seven fu-
sion methods including the proposed NF. These are majority
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Table 2. Percentage of classification accu-
racy with individual classification methods.

Classif. Data set
method pima vowel phoneme caldonazzo satimage

Fk-NN 71.76 75.88 74.01 74.74 77.25
FMLC 72.02 76.05 74.67 75.06 77.89

FE 72.98 76.80 74.65 75.88 78.11
FPARR 73.44 77.29 77.44 76.57 80.46

voting, fuzzy aggregation operators, PP, FI, DT and DS.

Table 3. Percentage of classification accu-
racy of MCSs with different fusion methods.

Classi- Fusion Data set
fier method pima vowel phoneme caldonazzo satimage

Voting 74.52 78.71 77.76 78.66 80.67
Fuzzy MAX 75.25 78.63 77.60 77.83 80.01
aggr. MIN 75.51 79.42 78.75 78.91 81.70

Fk-NN RR PROD 75.40 79.37 79.87 78.47 82.16
FMLC SUM 74.89 78.89 77.83 77.84 80.93

FE MEAN 74.48 77.69 77.47 77.11 80.46
FPARR PP 75.45 79.23 79.23 78.71 81.34

FI 74.71 78.68 79.30 76.42 82.76
DT 74.62 79.76 77.95 78.01 82.34
DS 75.69 78.97 79.01 77.92 82.13
NF 77.21 80.11 81.75 79.47 83.41

Note; PP: Probabilistic product, FI: Fuzzy integral, DT: Decision template,
DS: Dempster-Shafer, NF: Neuro-fuzzy.

With these MCSs, the classification accuracies are eval-
uated and the results are provided in Table 3. It is ob-
served that the MCSs are providing better classification re-
sults compared to any of the individual classifier and for all
data sets. However, from the analysis of results it is ob-
served that for different fusion methods the accuracies are
varying. Moreover, the improvement is also depending on
the data sets, e.g., with pima, vowel, phoneme, caldonazzo
and satimage data sets, better results are obtained with DS,
PP, PROD aggregation RR, MIN aggregation RR and FI fu-
sion methods based MCSs, respectively (Table 3). Hence
there is a risk in selecting any of the six fusion methods
for a particular data set. However, with the proposed NF
fusion method based MCS, the accuracies are further im-
proved and consistent for all the data sets compared to the
results obtained with any of the previous six fusion method
based MCSs.

5 Conclusion

A new neuro-fuzzy fusion based multiple classifier sys-
tem (MCS) is proposed in the present article. In the simula-
tion study of MCS, we have considered a set of four fuzzy
classifiers and seven different fusion methods. A perfor-
mance comparison of four different individual fuzzy classi-

fication schemes is being made. Also the outputs of these
classifiers are combined in a multiple classifier domain with
the fusion methods and a performance analysis among them
has been evaluated. It is observed that the classifier com-
bination schemes provided improved results compared to
the individual ones. Further, performance of the proposed
MCS is compared with other fusion methods based MCSs.
It is seen that for the five data sets considered here the pro-
posed model works well and the improvement is consistent,
whereas the results are different for different fusion meth-
ods based MCSs and highly dependent on input data sets.
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